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Dr. Hilary L. Hunt’s new book “Peace in Spirituality” is a brilliant read that
reveals how religion came to be the cause of the world’s chaos.
Hilary L. Hunt, M.D., an author who
served in the military and then practiced
orthopedics until retirement, has
completed his new book, “Peace in
Spirituality”: an illuminating discussion
that brings knowledge and an
understanding of how religion causes
the world’s problems and hands
solutions that will guarantee lasting
peace.
Hilary writes, “Throughout recorded history,
mankind has recognized a higher power
which has exerted a controlling influence
on their lives. Most have developed
schemes of honoring or appeasing that
power in hopes of gaining favor. Such
efforts are known as religion. In general,
religions, particularly the Abrahamic
religions, have denigrated women and sex
to the level of slaves and are the cause of
all evil, including mental illness. That
attitude set the stage for both internal and
external hostilities which have prevailed to
this day. By defining the essence of
spirituality, this writing offers a foolproof
plan for permanent peace. Prior reading of
my book, Wilderness Cry, would be the
most beneficial in interpreting this thesis.”

Published by Covenant Books of Murrells Inlet, South Carolina, Dr. Hilary L. Hunt’s new book shares a
thorough understanding that presents a solution to the chaos and provides a way for lasting peace.
Readers can purchase “Peace in Spirituality” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes
store, Amazon, or Barnes and Noble.
Covenant Books is an international Christian owned and operated publishing house based in Murrells Inlet, South
Carolina. Covenant Books specializes in all genres of work which appeal to the Christian market.
Books are available on the Ingram Content Network for wholesale distribution. For additional information or media
inquiries, contact Covenant Books at 843-507-8373.

